West End South CID

Stakeholder Meeting
Thursday, August 16, 2018
Meeting Notes

1) Deliverables
   a) Community Engagement Presentation
      i) This power point is really for those presenting to speak from with more definitions and background that what we would actually want to put into a presentation.
      ii) Discussed finding ways to show what a CID could provide to the community
          (1) Examples of beautification: rain barrels, painted planters, improvements to the vacant lot that the event will be held on.
          (2) Invite someone from a CID to talk about the benefits and what a CID could provide to the community.
             (a) Yusef could talk about converting the CWE to the CID.
   b) Initial Community Engagement Survey
      i) Received feedback, considering this survey the final draft. Will be linked to the website and sent out to residents in the community. Also there will be copies printed off for residents/stakeholders to fill out at the event.
   c) Brochure
   d) Property Maps

2) Decisions that need to be made
   □ Standard night and time that moving forward we will have the meetings on.
      Poll will be sent out to the stakeholder group by Jaime, and we will be able to pick a standard night that meetings can be held on for the next three months.
   □ First Community Engagement Meeting Event
      Combining the National Night Out event and the Movie Night. Located on vacant lot in the neighborhood. Holding the event on October 6th. From 4 to 8 or 5 to 9. Selecting a movie by sending out a poll to the residents. Tonnie will be the contact/point person for the event.
   □ Roles for Stakeholders
      Tonnie – point person for community engagement event
      Lisa, Don, Yusef(?), Tonnie – speakers/presentation during the event

3) Other updates
   - Website
      o Working on finalizing information to put up on website
   - Email for CID
      o westendsouthcid@gmail.com